Tone:
- detached tone
- factual tone
- desolate tone
- analytical
- somber

How:
- light
- dark

Imagery:
- vivid

Paragraph length:
- personification
- the issues are becoming more
- the issues are becoming
- descriptive
- diction

Syntax:
- short
- long
- sentence

Exaggeration:
- irony
- contrast
- rich & poor

S inconceivable

Punctuation:
- "..."
- "..."
- "..."
- "..."
- "..."

Anaphora: "Oh!"

Simile:
- "..."
- "..."
- "..."
- "..."
- "..."
- "..."
Rich vs. Poor creates a gap. But everyone is buried in the same graveyard.

"Death is the great equalizer."

Aphorism - general truth/moral principle